
 

 

Diamond Environmental Services 
807 E Mission Road, San Marcos, CA 92069 ♦ 800.744.7191 

 

The Crowd Pleaser 
10 Station Hot & Cold Sink Trailer 

   

 

Accommodate huge crowds, satisfy health department & OSHA requirements, with our custom designed 

wash basin station. It’s attractive, durable, economical, logo free & sets up in a matter of a couple of 
minutes. Measuring just 12' in length, this custom trailer is the solution to remote & semi-remote needs.  

Self-contained with dual on demand LP-fired heating modules and potable water pumped from the 

onboard internal 500 gallon stainless steel potable water tanks and onboard grey water storage. 
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Each side of the Sink trailer features 5 individual 12” W x 6” D sinks. 

Users enjoy 24” of spacious counter top between sinks. Faucets are 
tall crooked neck allowing for washing of hands, arms and face. 
Faucet knobs are bump / touch sensitive allowing users to bump the 
knob into the closed position with his or her elbows. The stainless 
steel counter top and backsplash promotes easy cleaning and 
sterilization. Each sink has a permanently affixed rubber stopper to 
allow for the capture of hot water if shaving teeth brushing are 
necessary. 
 

Dual GFIC protected duplex 120v electrical outlets, individual vanity 

mirrors, soap dispensers and paper towel dispensers and 250 watt 
mounted area light fixtures make this unit the perfect solution for 
satisfying hand wash needs for events and emergency response. Four 
dual position hydraulic lifting arms lift the all-weather flip up cover 
easily allowing set up in a matter minutes.  Reinforced and treated 
Astroturf ground cover keeps the area clean. Two 4 Ft high output 
florescent light fixtures placed strategically and directly above the 
sinks allow for day and night use. 
 

The front of the trailer is equipped with bulldog hand crank leveling 
jack, spare tire, safety tow chains, dual twelve (12) gallon propane 
tanks, propane regulator system, hand towel dispensers, dual 
undercarriage leveling jacks and a diamond plate rock guard. 
 

The rear of this trailer showcases dual stainless steel hand towel 
dispensers, DOT required rear lights, California permanent trailer 
license and dual rear undercarriage leveling jacks, rear access door, 
and access panel to 50amp power cable.  
 

The inside compartment of this trailer showcases (1) 500 gallon 

potable stainless steel tank, (1) 500 gallon gray water tank, electrical 
distribution sub panel, Davey potable pressure pump system, and dual 
LP fired water heaters.  
 
 
 

Davey pressure pump system- food grade rated. The pump 

system is a HS Series Multi Stage Pressure Booster with 

Hydrascan CL with up to 38(psi) at cut in settings, and 

60(psi) max inlet pressure with 1150 gallon per hr capacity.  

The pump system is accompanied by a 5.7amp Shurflo 

Smart Sensor electric priming system that automatically 

pressurizes the entire system thus eliminating any manual 

priming requirements 

Adual internal water heating system, the Suburban 

Manufacturing system, is rated at 10 gallon max capacity 

each, with 150 (psi) working pressure & 300 (psi) max 

pressure. Each 5 sink cluster is powered by its own heater 

for on demand hot water. All fittings, hoses, adapters, etc 

are rated food grade, and have been inspected by the 
California Department of Health Services for compliance. 

Fed by a 50amp twist lock 2/4 cable directly into the 40amp 

subpanel, all lighting, electrical circuits, pumps, priming 

system and heaters are wired to individual circuit breakers 

to ensure maximum over current protection. All electrical 

installation was completed by a California Licensed C-10 

Electrical contractor and has been inspected to ensure NEC 
compliance. 

“What You Need, When & Where You Need It!” 


